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Join the tiny seed on an adventure as it becomes a
giant flower!
"Carefully leveled text and vibrant photographs
introduce early readers to the concept of opposites by
encouraging them to compare things that are loud
with things that are soft. Includes tools for teachers, a
table of contents, words to know, and an index."-When someone steals the money the town has been
collecting to help the ducks, Josh and his friends try to
find the thief.
When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells
him it won't grow. But when you are very young, there
are some things that you just know, and the little boy
knows that one day a carrot will come up. So he
waters his seed, and pulls the weeds, and he waits ...
First published in 1945 and never out of print, this
timeless combination of Ruth Krauss's simple text and
Crockett Johnson's eloquent illustrations creates a
triumphant and deeply satisfying story for readers of
all ages.
A Parable of Leadership and Life
Loud and Soft
The Secret of the Seven Seeds
From Seed to Jam
Animals Day and Night
A business fable to help you discover your purpose in work and life
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New from Jon Gordon, the international and Wall Street Journal
bestselling author of The Energy Bus, The Seed takes you on a
quest for the meaning and passion behind work. Josh, an up-andcomer at his company, is disenchanted with his job. Challenged by
his boss to take two weeks to decide if he really wants to work
there, Josh takes off for the country, where he meets a wise farmer
who gives him a seed and a promise: find the right place to plant the
seed, and his purpose will be revealed. Through Josh's journey crosscountry journey, you'll find surprising new sources of wisdom and
inspiration in your own business and life. Nobody captures the
deeper meaning of business like Jon Gordon, and The Seed is his
most searching and significant book yet. Whatever your profession,
take this insightful look at the purpose behind work, and plant The
Seed of inspiration in your life!
Books in this series introduce children to different parts of plants.
Simple, accessible text breaks down crucial concepts and key
vocabulary, and stunning photographs of a wide variety of plants
show how diverse plants can be. In All About Seeds, children learn
about seeds, including where they can be found, what they look like
and the vital job they do for plants.
Fast and Slow helps emergent readers understand and differentiate
between these opposites while providing them with a supportive
first nonfiction reading experience. Carefully crafted text uses highfrequency words, repetitive sentence patterns, and strong visual
references to support emergent readers, ensuring reading success by
making sure they arent facing too many challenges at once.
This is the major autobiographical statement from Nobel laureate
André Gide. In the events and musings recorded here we find the
seeds of those themes that obsessed him throughout his career and
imbued his classic novels The Immoralist and The Counterfeiters.
Gide led a life of uncompromising self-scrutiny, and his literary
works resembled moments of that life. With If It Die, Gide
determined to relay without sentiment or embellishment the
circumstances of his childhood and the birth of his philosophic
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wanderings, and in doing so to bring it all to light. Gide’s
unapologetic account of his awakening homosexual desire and his
portrait of Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Douglas as they indulged
in debauchery in North Africa are thrilling in their frankness and
alone make If It Die an essential companion to the work of a
twentieth-century literary master.
La semillita (The Tiny Seed)
The Upside-Down Gardener
The Carrot Seed 60th Anniversary Edition
Brown Bear and Friends
The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse
"In From Seed to Jam, early fluent readers learn how jam is
made, from strawberry plants growing, to cooking the fruit, to
jarring the jam. Vibrant, full-color photos and carefully leveled
text will engage young readers as they learn about how this
food gets to their tables. An infographic illustrates the cycle with
real photos and descriptions. From Seed to Jam also features
reading tips for teachers and parents, a table of contents, a
glossary, and an index"-A beluga whale swims among the icebergs. It’s hard for
predators to spot in this snowy environment! From polar bears
to albino animals, beginning readers will learn all about white
creatures in our world.
Discusses how pumpkins grow, the different varieties of
pumpkins, and the many ways people use them.
Winner at the 2016 Gellet Burgess Award - Society & Culture
This is a tale all about how important it is to shine as brightly as
you can, with the light that we all carry within us and makes us
unique. Guided Reading Level: L, Lexile Level: 640L
White Animals
Seed, Sprout, Pumpkin, Pie
William Shakespeare's The Tempest Retold: A Novel
Libro Bilingue de Rimas, Canciones, Cuentos Y Juegos
Anybody Home?
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Looking for a new home to raise her
expected babies, Polly Possum meets a
variety of forest animals and learns how
they build and live in webs, nests, hives,
shells, burrows, lodges, dens, caves,
dreys, and even hollows.
Kids see plants, flowers, and trees around
them every day. In this lively and
educational reader, they'll learn how
those plants grow. Kids will take this
magical journey from seed pollination to
plant growth, learning about what plants
need to thrive and grow with the same
careful text, brilliant photographs, and
the fun approach National Geographic
Readers are known for.
Of course they do -- just like me and you!
From baby kangaroos, called joeys, to baby
elephants, called calfs, every kind of
animal has a mother. Inside this playful
and colorful book you will see all sorts
of different babies with their mothers,
all with one thing in common: Their
mothers love them very, very much -- just
like your mother loves you! Come right in
and meet the family -- the animal family,
that is -- in words and pictures by Eric
Carle.
A brilliant new Eric Carle picture book
for the artist in us all Every child has
an artist inside them, and this vibrant
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picture book from Eric Carle will help let
it out. The artist in this book paints the
world as he sees it, just like a child.
There's a red crocodile, an orange
elephant, a purple fox and a polka-dotted
donkey. More than anything, there's
imagination. Filled with some of the most
magnificently colorful animals of Eric
Carle's career, this tribute to the
creative life celebrates the power of art.
The Bad Seed
Fast and Slow
National Geographic Readers: Seed to Plant
Lucy's Light
Jorge el curioso siembra una
semilla/Curious George Plants a Seed
Spanish/English Bilingual Edition (CGTV
Reader)

Determined city girl Dory Oslo, unwillingly agrees when
her mom tells her she should plant a garden. How could
something grow in their city plot with only a piece of sun
shining above the buildings? Her determination to wake
up those plants is strong and what follows is nothing
short of a miracle. Only something highly unusual is
happening, or is it? This story uses gardening as a tie-in
to discussions about not giving up, trying something new,
being a strong-minded girl and of course, the beauty of
nature itself.
Curious George watches Jumpy the squirrel bury an
acorn in the yard. Upon learning that Jumpy is storing
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food for later, George decides to do the same. The man
with the yellow hat comes home to find the kitchen empty
and its contents buried in the yard! It’s time to teach
George about what things grow and what don’t. George
finally gets it right when he grows a beautiful sunflower
from a seed. Jorge el curioso observa a la ardilla
Saltarina enterrar una bellota en el jardín. Al enterarse
de que Saltarina está almacenando comida para más
tarde, Jorge decide hacer lo mismo. Cuando el hombre
del sombrero amarillo vuelve a casa, encuentra la cocina
vacía... ¡y toda la comida enterrada en el jardín! Es hora
de enseñarle a Jorge qué cosas crecen y cuáles no.
Finalmente, Jorge lo entiende cuando siembra una
semilla y ve crecer un hermoso girasol.
In Cows, early readers will discover the different kinds
of cows found on a farm. Vibrant, full-color photos and
carefully leveled text will engage young readers as they
learn about bulls, calves, heifers, beef cows, and dairy
cows. A labeled diagram helps readers identify body
parts of a cow, while a picture glossary reinforces new
vocabulary. Children can learn more about cows online
using our safe search engine that provides relevant, ageappropriate websites. Cows also features reading tips for
teachers and parents, a table of contents, and an index.
Cows is part of Jump!'s Animals on the Farm series.
Read and find out about how a tiny acorn grows into an
enormous oak tree in this colorfully illustrated
nonfiction picture book. This is a clear and appealing
environmental science book for early elementary age
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kids, both at home and in the classroom. Plus it includes
a find out more activity section with a simple experiment
encouraging kids to discover what a seed needs to grow.
This is a Level 1 Let's-Read-and-Find-Out, which means
the book explores introductory concepts perfect for
children in the primary grades. The 100+ titles in this
leading nonfiction series are: hands-on and visual
acclaimed and trusted great for classrooms Top 10
reasons to love LRFOs: Entertain and educate at the same
time Have appealing, child-centered topics
Developmentally appropriate for emerging readers
Focused; answering questions instead of using survey
approach Employ engaging picture book quality
illustrations Use simple charts and graphics to improve
visual literacy skills Feature hands-on activities to engage
young scientists Meet national science education
standards Written/illustrated by award-winning
authors/illustrators & vetted by an expert in the field
Over 130 titles in print, meeting a wide range of kids'
scientific interests Book in this series support the
Common Core Learning Standards, Next Generation
Science Standards, and the Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) standards. Let's-Readand-Find-Out is the winner of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books &
Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series.
It's Thanksgiving!
If It Die
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
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Near and Far
Describes the behavior and activities of diurnal and
nocturnal animals.
The story of seeds, in a nutshell, is a tale of evolution.
From the tiny sesame that we sprinkle on our bagels to
the forty-five-pound double coconut borne by the coco de
mer tree, seeds are a perpetual reminder of the
complexity and diversity of life on earth. With An Orchard
Invisible, Jonathan Silvertown presents the oft-ignored
seed with the natural history it deserves, one nearly as
varied and surprising as the earth’s flora itself. Beginning
with the evolution of the first seed plant from fernlike
ancestors more than 360 million years ago, Silvertown
carries his tale through epochs and around the globe. In
a clear and engaging style, he delves into the science of
seeds: How and why do some lie dormant for years on
end? How did seeds evolve? The wide variety of uses
that humans have developed for seeds of all sorts also
receives a fascinating look, studded with examples,
including foods, oils, perfumes, and pharmaceuticals. An
able guide with an eye for the unusual, Silvertown is
happy to take readers on unexpected—but always
interesting—tangents, from Lyme disease to human
color vision to the Salem witch trials. But he never lets us
forget that the driving force behind the story of
seeds—its theme, even—is evolution, with its
irrepressible habit of stumbling upon new solutions to the
challenges of life. "I have great faith in a seed," Thoreau
wrote. "Convince me that you have a seed there, and I
am prepared to expect wonders." Written with a
scientist’s knowledge and a gardener’s delight, An
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Orchard Invisible offers those wonders in a package that
will be irresistible to science buffs and green thumbs
alike.
Follow along as a tiny seed becomes a giant flower in
this charming picture book from beloved author and
illustrator, Eric Carle! This is the Spanish edition of the
iconic picture book. Sigue el trayecto de una semillita
que se convierte en una flor gigantesca en este
encantador libro ilustrado del popular autor e ilustrador
Eric Carle. Esta es la edición en espa ol del
emblemático libro. Eric Carle’s classic story of the life
cycle of a flower is told through the adventures of a tiny
seed. Everyone will cheer for the seed’s progress as it
floats across the sky, nestles in the ground, and finally
grows into the giant flower it was always meant to be.
With dazzling collage illustrations and lively text, Carle
has created a triumphant and fascinating tale for young
readers, now available in Spanish! El cuento clásico de
Eric Carle sobre el ciclo de vida de una flor es contado
mediante las aventuras de una semillita. Todos van a
celebrar el progreso de la semillita que flota a través del
océano, se acurruca en la tierra y por último se convierte
en la gigantesca flor que estaba destinada a ser. Con
brillantes collages y un texto animado, Carle ha creado
un inspirador y fascinante cuento para los lectores
jóvenes, ahora disponible en espa ol!
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: A boy lists all the
reasons he wants a pet dragon and describes how he
would take care of it. Includes tips for selection (why you
shouldn't choose a three-headed dragon), discipline
(what to do if your dragon misbehaves), and diet (why
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you should never give a dragon broccoli).
All About Seeds
Me and My Dragon
A House for Hermit Crab
A Natural History of Seeds
The Very Quiet Cricket
Text and illustrations relate the growth of a
small seed that survives the winter cold to
become a beautiful spring flower. On board
pages.
This title will teach readers all things big
and small using examples like animals, fun
objects, and other things that they would
recognize in their everyday lives. Text and
images complement each other so that
readers will learn what opposites are and
how to recognize them. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state
standards.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine
professional narration and text highlighting
for an engaging read aloud experience! Do
you like holidays? Learn all about how and
why people celebrate different holidays.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant
photos engage young readers in learning
about the traditions and celebrations of the
holiday of Thanksgiving. Age-appropriate
critical thinking questions and a photo
glossary help build nonfiction learning
skills.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
beloved author of The Handmaid’s Tale
reimagines Shakespeare’s final, great play,
The Tempest, in a gripping and emotionally
rich novel of passion and revenge. “A
marvel of gorgeous yet economical prose, in
the service of a story that’s utterly
heartbreaking yet pierced by humor, with a
plot that retains considerable subtlety even
as the original’s back story falls neatly into
place.”—The New York Times Book Review
Felix is at the top of his game as artistic
director of the Makeshiweg Theatre
Festival. Now he’s staging aTempest like no
other: not only will it boost his reputation,
but it will also heal emotional wounds. Or
that was the plan. Instead, after an act of
unforeseen treachery, Felix is living in exile
in a backwoods hovel, haunted by memories
of his beloved lost daughter, Miranda. And
also brewing revenge, which, after twelve
years, arrives in the shape of a theatre
course at a nearby prison. Margaret
Atwood’s novel take on Shakespeare’s play
of enchantment, retribution, and second
chances leads us on an interactive, illusionridden journey filled with new surprises and
wonders of its own. Praise for Hag-Seed
“What makes the book thrilling, and hugely
pleasurable, is how closely Atwood hews to
Shakespeare even as she casts her own
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potent charms, rap-composition included. . .
. Part Shakespeare, part Atwood, Hag-Seed
is a most delicate monster—and that’s
‘delicate’ in the 17th-century sense. It’s
delightful.”—Boston Globe “Atwood has
designed an ingenious doubling of the plot
of The Tempest: Felix, the usurped director,
finds himself cast by circumstances as a
real-life version of Prospero, the usurped
Duke. If you know the play well, these
echoes grow stronger when Felix decides to
exact his revenge by conjuring up a new
version of The Tempest designed to
overwhelm his enemies.”—Washington Post
“A funny and heartwarming tale of revenge
and redemption . . . Hag-Seed is a
remarkable contribution to the
canon.”—Bustle
Walter the Baker
The Quicksand Question
Hag-Seed
The Tiny Seed
Finding Purpose and Happiness in Life and
Work
A hermit crab who has outgrown his old shell
moves into a new one, which he decorates and
enhances with the various sea creatures he
meets in his travels.
Now reissued – William March's 1954 classic
thriller that's as chilling, intelligent and
timely as ever before. This paperback reissue
includes a new P.S. section with author
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interviews, insights, features, suggested
reading and more. What happens to ordinary
families into whose midst a child serial
killer is born? This is the question at the
center of William march's classic thriller.
After its initial publication in 1954, the
book went on to become a million–copy
bestseller, a wildly successful Broadway
show, and a Warner Brothers film. The
spine–tingling tale of little Rhoda Penmark
had a tremendous impact on the thriller genre
and generated a whole perdurable crop of
creepy kids. Today, The Bad Seed remains a
masterpiece of suspense that's as chilling,
intelligent, and timely as ever before.
Travis and his friends have escaped capture
by the invading Scytharene, but now they must
band together with other survivors to build a
new world and create a force capable of
withstanding any future invasions by the
aliens.
Eric Carle's Brown Bear and Friends Pocket
Chart Game cards measure 4" x 2.75" each in
order to fit standard pocket charts and the
set includes: -- *42 Brown Bear, Brown Bear
cards *43 Polar Bear, Polar Bear cards *43
Panda Bear, Panda Bear cards *33 Baby Bear,
Baby Bear cards *1 blank card *Colored and
titled card backs for ease of organization *A
resource guide --(TM) & (C) 2011 Eric Carle
LLC. Licensed by Chorion Rights Limited.
Plant Life Cycles
How a Seed Grows
The Tomorrow Seed
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Big and Small
Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary

One day, a little cricket is born and meets a big
cricket who chirps his welcome. But the little cricket
cannot make a sound. The cricket meets many
insects, but it isn't until he meets a beautiful female
cricket that he can finally chirp "hello!" Excerpt:
Hello! whispered a praying mantis, scraping its huge
front legs together. The little cricket wanted to
answer, so he rubbed his wings together. But
nothing happened. Not a sound.
Introduces readers to the concept of opposites
through the pairing of near and far. Simple text,
straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make
this title the perfect primer on a common pair of
opposites.
Early Readers Learn About Plant Life Cycles.
Organized by theme for easy use, this collection
offers more than 450 Spanish and English tunes,
with Spanish on one page and English on the
opposite, designed to build vocabulary and explore
the sounds of both languages.
The Seed
Does a Kangaroo Have a Mother, Too?
Miss Maple's Seeds
Cows
An Orchard Invisible
After gathering lost seeds during the summer, a kind woman tends
and instructs them throughout the fall and winter before sending
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them out in the spring to find roots of their own.
Walter the Baker has a pretzel twist of a problem in this Ready-toRead edition of a favorite from the creator of "The Very Hungry
Caterpillar." Walter the Baker is famous for his breads, rolls,
cookies, tarts, and pies. The Duke and Duchess especially love his
warm sweet rolls, delivered fresh to their castle every morning.
But one day the cat spills the milk, and Walter is forced to serve
the Duke and Duchess rolls made with water. After one bite the
Duke throws down his roll in disgust and summons Walter to the
castle. He threatens to banish the baker unless he can take the
same dough and make a good-tasting roll that the rising sun can
shine through three times. Will Walter succeed in his task, or will
he have to leave his town forever? With good humor and the
vibrantly colored paper collages that are known and loved the
world over, Eric Carle has concocted a delicious book that kids
will savor as much as they love eating..."shhh."..pretzels
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